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The chief aim of the proposed paper is to compare the behavior of supply voltage registered
onboard three vessels equipped with high power converters during normal operation. The
vessels considered are a chemical tanker with shaft generator working via power converter,
a research-training ship with bow thruster, and a research vessel with dynamic positioning
(DP) and electrical propulsion. In the case of the two latter ships, power electronic loads are
present, which include a bow thruster adjustable speed drive equipped with the six pulse
uncontrolled rectifier and the adjustable speed drive with an active front end (AFE) for
propulsion system. For each ship, instantaneous frequency is determined and subsequently
fluctuations of fundamental components and chosen harmonics are calculated using zoom-
DFT. The characteristics of these irregular fluctuations are compared and commented on.
Next, phase portraits and Poincare map of the registered voltages are calculated and
compared. Moreover, the impact of ship rolling and pitching on the oscillatory behavior is
assessed for the DP ship. The final conclusions identify reasons for oscillatory behavior in
electric power systems of marine vessels containing high power converters on the source
side and load side. The feasibility of using voltage trajectories as well as Poincare maps for
oscillatory behavior detection is assessed.
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INTRODUCTION

The maritime microgrids represent a class of microgrids which usually operate in an islanded mode.
Due to limited generating capacity, generators’ primemovers characteristics, and fast changing loads,
the characteristic feature of such microgrids is fluctuation of instantaneous frequency and voltage
(Tarasiuk, 2016). The variability of these key electrical parameters is a problem from the advent of
AC maritime microgrids. The effects of such phenomena are various but arguably the most affected
are electrical motors and common electrical energy receivers onboard. The voltage and frequency
fluctuations can lead to undesirable electrical motors shaft vibration and decrease in their energy
efficiency and add thermal stress to insulation, thus creating hazardous operating conditions for
electrical motors onboard (Gnaciński et al., 2020). Frequency fluctuations can also lead to
undesirable resonances and cause crucial equipment such as measuring instruments to
malfunction, while the effects of poor voltage profile include problems such as lamp flicker. A
worst case scenario of partial or total blackout of the power network endangering the safety of man
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and machine onboard can also result from these power quality
issues (Xu et al., 2006; Prousalidis et al., 2007; Prousalidis et al.,
2009; Jayasinghe et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2019). The problem of
instantaneous frequency modulation is recognized by some ship
classification societies such as Lloyd Register of shipping which
stipulates limits on “a maximum rate of change of frequency not
exceeding ±1.5 Hz per second during cyclic frequency
fluctuations” (Lloyd’s Register, 2019). The permissible limits of
these variations are explained in other related standards.
According to the IEEE Standard 45.1™-2017 IEEE
Recommended Practice for Electrical Installations on
Shipboard-Design, voltage, and frequency modulation refer to
the periodic variation in voltage or frequency during normal
operation that might be caused by regular and random repeated
loading conditions. The periodicity or voltage modulation is
considered to be longer than 1 Hz and less than 10 s. For
purposes of definition, the periodicity of frequency modulation
should be considered as not exceeding 10 s (IEEE Standard 45.1,
2017). The proposed measures are the ratios of difference
between the maximum and minimum instantaneous values
and twice the nominal voltage or twice the nominal frequency,
respectively, expressed in percentage terms. The limits are 0.5%
for frequency and 5% for voltage.

Well documented causes of such behavior include pulsating
torque of generators’ prime movers and/or fluctuating load, which
combined with commonly used droop control method for load
sharing, possibly leads to severe short and long-term frequency
fluctuations. However, little is known about the oscillatory
phenomena in shipboard systems when the typical fluctuations
meet with wide use of power electronics. It must be noted that
onboard modern ships, ever-increasing number, and power of
adjustable speed drives devices are being introduced due to the
pressing need for improvement of fuel economy on shipboard and
limiting greenhouses emission. These range from thruster drives for
ship propulsion and/or steering to power converters for frequency
stabilization in ships with shaft generators, i.e., generators driven by
main engines as their prime movers (Skjong et al., 2016). This
resulted in the pressing problem of waveform distortions in the
considered systems. To make matters worse, the existing
instantaneous frequency modulation can lead to unpredictable
system behavior, such as the occurrence of resonances,
modulation of harmonics, etc. However, the final results of
combination of these factors are hard to predict since this
depends on the system architecture, actual load, characteristics
of automatic voltage regulators (AVR), prime movers, governors,
and control of power electronics. The topic on behavior of maritime
microgrids, where heavy usage of power electronic devices meets
with instantaneous voltage and frequency variations, has not been
sufficiently studied. Therefore, the presented case study aims to fill
this gap and provide insight into the considered problem giving
future researchers basic clues and knowledge about such a system’s
behavior. Authors of the paper have compared the supply voltage
behavior onboard three vessels equipped with high power
converters. The authors’ original database of real cases registered
onboard several vessels was used. Three vessels have been carefully
selected for this paper purpose. Each ship represents a separate case
of ship microgrid architecture with one common feature, namely,

the presence of power converters. The aim was to enable
comparison of the impact of the system’s architectures on
oscillatory behavior of supply voltage in considered systems. One
of the investigated ships is a chemical tanker with shaft generator
driven by the main diesel engine (this means that frequency at
generator’s output varies), which is connected with busbars of main
switchboard via power converter, in order to stabilize the frequency
in the electric power system. The chemical tanker is an example of a
marine vessel with non-sinusoidal supply. The second and third
ships are equipped with high power variable speed drives. The
research-training ship contains a bow thruster supplied by a power
converter, whereas the ship with dynamic positioning (DP) is a
vessel with electrical propulsion.

The paper is organized as follows. Systems under Investigation
describes the systems that are under investigation.Modulation of
Instantaneous Frequency, Voltage Fundamental Components, and
Chosen Harmonics presents the modulation of fundamental
voltage and the instantaneous frequency in addition to the
modulation of harmonics of fifth, seventh, and eleventh
orders. Phase Portraits and Poincare Maps contains the results
of determination of voltage phase portraits and corresponding
Poincare maps for each ship.

The paper focuses on the problem of possible impact of
common instantaneous voltage and frequency modulation,
fluctuation of harmonics, and the oscillatory behavior of such
a system. The authors assume that this will depend on the
systems’ architectures, load characteristics, especially power
electronics devices, and sea conditions. For the latter, the case
of DP ship comprises two sub-cases. The investigations have been
carried out in calm sea and rough sea conditions. The aim of the
latter investigation is to assess the impact of irregular waves on
oscillatory behavior of key electrical parameters in an exemplary
marine vessel. This is a result of interaction between irregular
waves, propeller, power converter, governors, and automatic
voltage regulators. Additionally, irregular characteristics of the
DP ship rolling and pitching during the research are presented.
The paper should be considered mainly as the case study on the
considered topic, which aims to provide clues for future research.

SYSTEMS UNDER INVESTIGATION

The investigated systems represent three classes of real maritime
microgrids. The microgrid of the first ship is equipped with
electrical propulsion and dynamic positioning (DP) system. This
DP vessel has a twin hull and its electrical propulsion consists of
two variable speed drives with a rated power of 300 kW each.
Each of the drives contains an active front end (AFE). Its system
rated voltage is equal to 400 V and nominal frequency is 50 Hz.
The DP vessel together with research-training vessel constitute
two types of vessels with a large amount of non-linear loads
(considering the rated powers). The simplified scheme of the
vessel’s system is presented in Figure 1. During the study, two
generators were operating in parallel. The generator rated powers
were 425 and 200 kVA. The vessel is equipped with two 72 kW
bow thrusters for dynamic positioning, but the thrusters were not
in operation for the duration of this study.
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The second ship was the chemical tanker with a shaft
generator. Since the rotational speed of such a generator is
variable, the power converter (constructed with SCR
thyristors) is used for frequency stabilization. The rated power
of the shaft generator is 1,187 kVA, the system rated voltage
equals to 440 V, and rated frequency equals 60 Hz. The chemical
tanker is an example of a marine vessel with non-sinusoidal
supply, since the output voltage of the power converter is
distorted. Additionally, it is equipped with a synchronous
compensator SC. The simplified scheme of the vessel’s system
is presented in Figure 2.

The research-training ship contains a bow thruster supplied by
the power converter with a six pulse rectifier. During research
onboard the research-training ship, the bow thruster load was
approximately 109 kW (nominal load 125 kW) and it was

supplied by one diesel-driven generator with a rated power of
376 kVA and a load of 280 kW (bow thruster and other loads like
pumps, fans, heathers, etc.). The system rated voltage is equal to
400 V and nominal frequency is 50 Hz. The simplified scheme of
the research-training ship system is presented in Figure 3.

MODULATION OF INSTANTANEOUS
FREQUENCY, VOLTAGE FUNDAMENTAL
COMPONENTS, AND CHOSEN
HARMONICS

Research Methodology
The purpose of this research is to determine oscillatory behavior
of supply voltage for each system and determining modulation of
its main parameters like frequency, fundamental component, and
harmonics of the fifth, seventh, and eleventh orders. The systems
were selected in such a way that they represent three separate
classes of maritime microgrids containing significant power
electronics. For the research, the following model of voltage
harmonic signal is adopted:

vh(t) � ah(t) · cos[φh(t)], (1)

and argument of cosine function can be expressed by

φh(t) � 2 · π · fh · t + θh(t), (2)

where instantaneous magnitude ah(t) and phase θh(t) are
determined as follows (Boashash, 1992):

ah(t) � ah · [1 + μ · gh(t)], (3)

θh(t) � θh · [1 + μ · gh(t)], (4)

where gh(t) is the modulating signal. For maritime microgrids
with diesel engines as generators’ prime movers, the signal can be
described as a combination of sine functions with frequencies
being an integer fraction of the actual fundamental frequency.
However, the gh(t) function becomes more complex in the case of
ships with electrical propulsion, particularly under rough sea
conditions, since irregular waves impact gh(t) as well. Irregular
waves can be modeled as a combination of the regular ones.
Therefore, for all cases, gh(t) can be presented as combination of
sine functions and described as follows:

gh(t) � ∑n
k�1

Gk · sin(2 · π · fk + ϕk). (5)

The value of n in Eq. 5 goes to infinity. However, for real cases,
it can be limited to a few or few dozens of components depending
on the system architecture, load, and sea conditions. Examples
will be presented in Research Onboard of DP Ship for the DP ship.

Finally, the instantaneous frequency can be defined as
(Boashash, 1992)

fih(t) � 1
2 · π · dφh(t)

dt
� fh + 1

2 · π · dθh(t)
dt

. (6)

The adopted definition of instantaneous frequency is in
accordance with the frequency definition as in IEEE Standard

FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the electric power system of DP ship.
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for Synchrophasor Measurements for Power Systems (IEEE
Standard C37.118.1, 2011).

There are a few solutions for determining instantaneous
frequency of a power signal. Among the most popular are the
interpolated DFT, sine fitting, Hilbert transform (Mostarac et al.,
2010), and zoom-DFT. In the case of zoom-DFT, the chirp
z-transform is often used for decreasing the time of computation
(Huang et al., 2007; Mostarac et al., 2010). Moreover, the
comparative study on the application of the zoom-DFT and the
Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT) for instantaneous frequency
identification in maritime microgrids revealed that the obtained
results were fully comparable and the conclusions resulting from
both studies were the same (Tarasiuk et al., 2020).

For the purpose of this paper, the zoom-DFT technique was
chosen (Yip, 1976) due to its simplicity and popularity of Fourier
transforms as well as taking into account results of experimental
comparison with the Hilbert–Huang transform. For the
calculation, the starting point is assumed to be below the
expected value of instantaneous frequency (fundamental or
harmonic) and the ending point above this frequency. Finally,
the calculations were performed using the following formula:

zoom − DFTk

�
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ �

2
√
N

· ∑N−1

n�0
vn · Kn · exp( − j · 2 · π · n · h + k · Δh

N
)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

k�0...M
,

(7)

where v are the voltage samples, N is the number of samples, h is
the relative order of the lowest frequency in assumed frequency

range (starting point), K are the coefficients of Kaiser window, Δh
is the relative frequency resolution, and M is the relative
ending point.

The main advantages of the technique are simplicity and the
capability to determine concurrently both the instantaneous
frequency and instantaneous magnitude of harmonic signal.
The magnitude of the bin with the highest value from the
range between starting and ending point represents the
instantaneous magnitude and its frequency can be considered
as the instantaneous frequency. Unfortunately, the technique has
some disadvantages. The frequency range has to be selected prior
to computation, similar to the width of measurement window
(number of samples N). The latter is a trade-off between the
accuracy of determining the depth of modulation for higher
modulating frequencies and limitation of the impact of the
commonly known problem of spectral leakage of DFT. The
spectrum leakage can significantly impact even fundamental
component instantaneous parameters identification due to the
leakage of the negative frequency fundamental component.
Therefore, the application of proper window function is
crucial. Next, the increase in frequency resolution significantly
increases the computational complexity; however, in this case,
faster algorithm based on chirp z-transform can be used.

Finally, for each frequency range containing the fundamental
component or chosen harmonic, respectively, a number of
calculations were carried out with an assumed frequency
resolution of 0.001 Hz. For minimizing the impact of spectrum
leakage, the Kaiser window was used. The window was

FIGURE 2 | Schematic of the electric power system of a chemical tanker.
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parameterized by β � 7.65, which limits the spectrum leakage of
the negative frequency fundamental component as much as
possible. The sliding window (3.33 ms steps) equal to actual
three fundamental cycles was used. It was dynamically set for
actual instantaneous frequency, determined from the previous
step of calculation. These values were chosen after simulation
trials using a number of testing signals, determined by using the
signal model described by Eq. 1. The testing signals modeled
voltages encountered through experiments onboard vessels and
registered by authors under various conditions over the last
twenty years. This confirmed that zoom-DFT is sufficient for
such analyses, at least in maritime microgrids. Furthermore, a
low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 25 Hz was used for
smoothing the obtained results. The method was implemented in
an original authors software developed in the LabVIEW
environment, with data stream from a file containing
previously registered samples.

Research Onboard of DP Ship
The DP ship is a vessel with an integrated powers system.
Therefore, the majority of the propulsion power and ship
service power are supplied from a common electrical power
generating plant. As a result, the electricity characteristics in
its system hugely depend on actual sea conditions (Tarasiuk,
2016). In short, the propellers’ torques are modulated depending
on the waves, wind, vessel’s relative course, speed, and hull
characteristics, resulting in variable load of the electric power
plant. The impact on oscillations of voltage parameters would
depend on a number of factors. The most important are the
characteristic of governors and AVRs as well as topology and
control of power converters. AFE PWM was installed onboard
the DP ship. They are supplied by voltage with variable

frequency and variable levels of distortion. Moreover, during
sea going of this DP ship, two diesel-driven generators worked
in parallel and two AFE drives were used for the ship propulsion
(two propellers were used). The mean value of voltage THD
factor in the range up to 50th harmonic was similar for both
cases, rough and calm sea, a little below 2%. The oscillations in
the system can arise from interactions between generators’
governors, AVRs, and AFE drives controllers (Zadeh et al.,
2016; Zadeh et al., 2017) as well as impact of environmental
conditions.

In order to evaluate the impact of irregular waves for
oscillatory behavior of the afore-mentioned ship electrical
power system, research is carried out for two cases: calm sea
(impact of waves can be neglected) and rough sea. Authors have
registered ship pitching and rolling concurrently with electrical
parameters. The ship pitching and rolling profiles considered in
this study are shown in Figure 4.

The rough analysis of ship rolling and pitching leads to the
conclusion that irregular torque modulation was different for
each propeller due to their physical distance and related different
momentary immersion and water flow. So, the momentary loads
for each drive also differed. This fact introduces additional
variable to the investigation of oscillatory behavior of
maritime systems.

Results for Calm Sea
The fluctuations of instantaneous frequency and fundamental
component of voltage are shown in Figure 5.The fluctuation of
harmonics of the fifth, seventh and eleventh orders are shown in
Figure 6.

Careful analysis of the results lead to the conclusion that
fundamental voltage is modulated with a frequency of 12.519 Hz
(determined by multi-sine fitting algorithm (Carnì and Fedele,
2009)). The reason for the effect is the pulsating torque of the
generators’ prime movers and resulting fluctuation of rotational
speed. The most often used prime movers for driving generators
on shipboard are four stroke medium speed diesel engines. The
output of such engines is not constant but pulsating, with one
positive peak and one negative peak (of a smaller magnitude) of
torque for every piston per 720° crankshaft rotation. In order to
reduce this effect, fly wheels are used. Nevertheless, it has
detrimental effects on frequency and voltage in the maritime
systems leading to their modulation. The frequency of this
modulation depends on actual frequency as well as generators
and its prime mover characteristics. For the considered case, the
rated rotational speed of diesel engines used as prime movers has
been 1500 RPM (or 25 rev per second) and the generator with two
pole pairs. As a result, the dominant modulation frequency has
equal to actual power frequency divided by four (half of the
angular frequency of the shaft). For the considered example, the
mean frequency was 50.075 Hz and the modulation frequency
was 50.075Hz/4 � 12.519 Hz. The maximum level (peak-to-peak)
of instantaneous frequency modulation is approximately
0.065 Hz and the level of fundamental voltage modulation is
1.04 V. In both cases, it is safely below the limits recommended in
IEEE Standard (IEEE Standard 45.1, 2017).

FIGURE 3 | Schematic of the electric power system of research-
training ship.
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However, modulation frequency of the harmonics differs and
this is unrelated to prime movers torque pulsation. Harmonics
are modulated with a frequency of approximately 4.21 Hz. The
only exception is the seventh harmonic, for which two
modulating frequencies of 4.21 and 12.62 Hz exist. The latter
is more or less related to fundamental voltage modulation. So, this
can be concluded that in the case of AFE drives, the modulation of
higher harmonic contents is not directly related to fluctuation of
rotational speed. Nevertheless, some oscillatory behaviors of these
contents should be expected due to fluctuation of supply voltage
parameters but with different frequency. The depths of
modulation are approximately 0.68 V for the fifth harmonic,
0.92 V for the seventh harmonic, and 0.54 V for the eleventh
harmonic.

Results for Rough Sea
The very same research on fundamental voltage, frequency, and
harmonics fluctuations was repeated for rough sea, characterized
by the vessel rolling and pitching as presented in Figure 4.
Respective results for the fluctuations of instantaneous
frequency and fundamental component of voltage are shown
in Figure 7 and fluctuations of harmonics of fifth, seventh, and
eleventh orders are shown in Figure 8.

It is clearly visible that the impact of waves cannot be neglected
and the modulation of all components becomes more irregular
due to irregular pitching and rolling of the vessel. Additional
modulating frequencies appear in the range of approximately 0.2/
1 Hz, which dominate, but the component related to fluctuation
of rotational speed of the prime mover is still present adding to
the severity of fluctuations due to waves. As a result, the depth of
voltage and frequency modulations increase as well. For the
presented example, the difference between maximum and
minimum instantaneous frequency reaches 0.32 Hz or 0.32%
of twice the system rated frequency. This is still below the
recommended limit value of 0.5% (IEEE Standard 45.1, 2017).
During the research, the sea state was five to six in the Beaufort
scale, indicating moderate waves, but more stormy conditions
(higher waves) can possibly lead to excessive modulation,
increasing the risks for ship electrical equipment and other
undesirable phenomena related to instantaneous frequency
fluctuations. In the authors’ opinion, the effect is largely
neglected till now. Most of the ship classification societies do
not deal with this problem, except Lloyd. However, the authors
are convinced that this has to be considered, when modeling the
ship systems during design stage, at least when making the choice
of propeller drives and generating sets as well as their control
settings. Similarly, the depth of fundamental voltage modulation
increases from 1.04 to 3.34 V, fifth harmonic from 0.68 to 0.99 V,
seventh harmonic form 0.92 to 0.95 V, and eleventh harmonic
from 0.54 to 0.70 V. It is visible that the impact of ship pitching
and rolling concerns only the fundamental voltage and frequency
in practice. This impact can be neglected in the case of harmonics.

Finally, regarding the instantaneous frequency modulating
signal gh(t) described by Eq. 5, it requires n value equal to 14
in order to keep the mean difference between the results of the
model used to determine instantaneous frequency and the results
of measurement below 5 mHz for the case presented in Figure 7

(rough sea). Then, the value for calm sea (Figure 5) assumes value
5 for the same difference of 5 mHz. In the case of rough sea, the
dominant modulating frequencies are 0.5, 12.5, and 0.16 Hz and
in the case of calm sea, the dominant modulating frequencies are
12.5, 0.36, and 0.17 Hz. The modulating signal gh(t) parameters
were obtained using a two-stage approach: preliminary DFT
analysis and subsequent multi-sine fitting.

Research Onboard of Chemical Tanker
It was mentioned above that the chemical tanker, during shaft
generator operation, represents a maritime microgrid with non-
sinusoidal supply. For the ship, the modulation of instantaneous
voltage and frequency as in the case of DP vessel is calculated and
presented in Figure 9, and Figure10 shows the waveform of the
harmonics. During research onboard of chemical tanker, the
mean value of voltage THD in the range up to 50th harmonic
was 11.5%.

Analysis of the results obtained for chemical tanker reveals
that there is one dominant frequency of all parameters
modulation equal to 6.67 Hz. Moreover, the rotational speed
fluctuation related to prime mover (main engine) operation is
absent due to the existence of DC link in the power converter
connecting shaft generator and main busbars. The level of
modulation is significant, reaching 15 V for fundamental
component and 1.5 Hz for instantaneous frequency. For the
latter, it is 1.25% of twice of nominal system frequency and
significantly above the recommended limit value (IEEE Standard
45.1, 2017). Since the majority of loads had linear characteristic
and did not vary, such a behavior is to be associated with power
converter control under the condition of significantly varying
frequency at the shaft generator terminal. Moreover, the level of
all parameters oscillation was the highest of all analyzed ships.

Research Onboard of Research-Training
Ship
The case study for the research-training ship is similar to the DP
ship because both the systems have high power electronics loads
and diesel-driven generators. However, two telling exceptions for
the loads exist. Namely, the bow thruster load onboard the
research-training ship is hardly affected by waves (according to
the authors research, the impact can be neglected) and a six pulse
rectifier was present instead of the AFE. This can be considered to
be a highly non-linear load. By definition, the impedance of such
non-linear loads would be varying in amore complex and dynamic
manner. The changing impedance of non-linear loads such as
variable frequency drives and power electronic devices results in
highly non-linear currents circulating in the electrical system.
Therefore, the harmonic content of such systems is expected to
be significant (Bhanoo, 1998; Tomy and Menon, 2016). The mean
value of voltage THD for the considered ship was equal to 6.7% in
the range to harmonic of 50th order, despite the fact that most
loads were linear.

For the research-training ship, the oscillatory behavior is
similar to the case of DP ship. The modulating component
related to prime mover torque pulsation is present only for
instantaneous frequency and fundamental voltage. As the
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characteristics of prime movers and generators are similar for
both ships, the frequency of modulation was equal to 1/4 of
actual fundamental frequency. However, contrary to other
analyzed ships, the level of harmonics content modulation is
hardly visible, despite the fact that the fifth harmonic content
reaches 5%. This can be explained by a lack of active control of
power electronics connected directly to busbars of the main
switchboard and the almost complete lack of impact of the
sea waves.

PHASE PORTRAITS AND POINCARE MAPS

The methods used in chaos analysis have been extensively applied
for power system analysis lately (Abarbanel et al., 1990; Tan et al.,
1993; Garcia and Acha, 2004; Jankowski, 2015; Keyvani-Boroujeni
et al., 2020). Authors decided to present the application of some of
the related tools like phase portraits and Poincaremaps for analysis
of oscillatory behavior of supply voltage parameters in maritime
microgrids. The reason is the relative complexity of the methods

FIGURE 5 | Fluctuations of instantaneous frequency (blue line) and fundamental voltage component (green line) in the system of DP ship under calm sea condition.

FIGURE 4 | DP ship pitching (A) and rolling (B) under rough sea conditions.
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FIGURE 6 | Fluctuations of fifth harmonic voltage (blue line), seventh harmonic voltage (purple line), and eleventh harmonic voltage (red line) in the system of DP ship
under calm sea condition.

FIGURE 7 | Fluctuations of instantaneous frequency (blue line) and fundamental voltage component (green line) in the system of DP ship under rough sea condition.

FIGURE 8 | Fluctuations of voltage fifth harmonic (blue line), seventh harmonic (purple line), and eleventh harmonic (red line) in the system of DP ship under rough
sea condition.
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based on zoom-DFT. Unlike these methods, the phase portraits
and Poincare maps can be easily computed and used for fast
detection of oscillatory behavior. To the authors’ best knowledge,
this is one of the pioneering comparative studies on application of
the methods for analysis of real signals registered onboard of ships
with different power system architectures.

In order to determine the phase portraits, the derivative of the
voltage is to be calculated. The following four points and fast
computation formula have been used (DeLevie, 2009):

dVk−2 � 1
h
· ( − Vk + 8 · Vk−1 − 8 · Vk−3 + Vk−4), (8)

where V are the voltage samples, k is the sample order (number),
and h is the scaling factor.

For normalization, the results were scaled in accordance with
rated values of voltage and frequency for each of the considered
systems. This means that for the rated voltage and frequency, the
phase portrait will be represented by a circle with radius equal to
one. Finally, the results should be interpreted as per unit values of
respective rated values. This enables comparison of different
systems behavior. Next, the Poincare map has also been
determined using the same scaling factors. Poincare map is
defined as a stroboscopic image determined on the basis of the

phase trajectory with a constant period T (Kantz and Schreiber,
2004; Schuster and Just, 2005; Jankowski et al., 2018). However, in
the case of maritime microgrids, the power frequency fluctuates.
This means that, after a few cycles, the Poincare map determined
for constant time span would mimic phase portrait. Therefore,
the authors determined the Poincare map for constant phase of
the fundamental component (Jankowski et al., 2018). The
research consisted of determining the Poincare maps for
twenty four phases (15° step) of each voltage value considered.
For every map, the coordinates of the mean point were calculated
for each phase and the square roots of mean square distance from
every point to mean point were determined by Eq. 9:

SQR(D) �

����������������������������������������∑p
n�1

[(dVPn −mean_dVP)2 + (VPn −mean_VP)2]
p

√√
,

(9)

where dVPn is the coordinate of each point on Poincare map for
voltage differential axis, VPn is the coordinate of each point on
Poincare map for voltage cut off axis, mean_dVP and mean_VP
are the respective coordinates of mean point, and p is the
number of points for considered phase representing 1 min.

FIGURE 9 | Fluctuations of instantaneous frequency (blue line) and fundamental voltage component (green line) in the system of chemical tanker.

FIGURE 10 | Fluctuations of voltage fifth harmonic (blue line), seventh harmonic (purple line), and eleventh harmonic (red line) in the system of chemical tanker.
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The SQR(D) factor was introduced in order to compare Poincare
maps for each ship. This can be considered as a new indicator for
rough assessment of the analyzed phenomena. Due to observed
dependence of the calculation results of the chosen phase for each
ship, its mean value for twenty four phases were determined.
Finally, dimensionless values of such a SQR(D) calculation are
0.29 for DP ship under calm sea condition, 0.22 for DP ship under
rough sea condition, 0.45 for chemical tanker, and 0.08 for research-
training ship. In order to exemplify the results, the graphical
example of such analysis was presented for the phase 2π/3
(120°) for each case. This means that for rated conditions, each
Poincare map would be represented by a single point with
coordinates (dv(t) � −0.5, v(t) � 0.866). In order to determine
the phase of the fundamental component, the actual duration of one
cycle was determined using the zero-crossing method after low
phase filtration. The results of the calculation of phase portrait and
Poincaremap for chemical tanker and the research-training ship are
displayed in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The results for DP ship
are presented in Figure 13 for calm sea and Figure 14 for rough sea
conditions. It must be noted that, for each case, the signals were
band limited to 0/4 kHz by low-pass filtration.

Comparing both the phase portraits and Poincare maps
presented in Figure 11 for the chemical tanker ship and
Figure 12 for the research-training ship, it can be concluded
that the chemical tanker ship operation was closer to the chaotic
behavior (but not necessarily achieving a state of chaos). An
indicator of this fact is the phase trajectories as shown in
Figures 11A and 12A, whereby, in the case of the training ship,
the trajectory shown in Figure 12A can be considered as closer to a
closed curve as compared to that in Figure 11A. A clearer evidence
of stronger chaotic behavior is the greater dispersion of Poincare
map points around the center point for the chemical tanker than for
the training ship.Moreover, the differences of Poincare’s maps were
reflected in the differences of the determined SQR(D) indicators.

Analysis of the above presented results reveals that both phase
portraits and Poincare map enable detection of the oscillatory

behavior of the maritime microgrids. For the systems with low
level of oscillations, the area of phase portraits and Poincare map
(understood as dispersion of red points in above figures) is very
limited. An example of such systems is the research-training ship
investigated in this paper. This is despite the fact that significant level
of distortions is present. The distortions are caused by the non-
controlled six pulse rectifier of the bow thruster drive, so there is a lack
of the front end control, which can increase the level of oscillations.

For the two other systems, the oscillatory behavior leads to
increase of these areas. However, the chemical tanker phase
portrait displays some regularity (lower level of red points
dispersion). This is due to the fact that the oscillatory behavior
of all considered parameters is similar in terms of frequencies of
modulations. This is also confirmed by analysis of the above
presented mean values of SQR(D) for every case. The DP ship
with AFE is a more complex case with different characteristics of
fluctuations of all parameters in terms of modulation frequencies.
Therefore, its phase portrait displays the highest dispersion of
results, despite the fact that the overall level of distortion is the
lowest among all the considered vessels (lowest dV values).
Moreover, the differences between phase portraits for calm and
rough sea are visible. Unfortunately, the additional oscillations
induced by irregular waves hardly impact the mean value of
SQR(D), despite the increase in dispersion of points in the
phase portrait. This may have resulted due to the low frequency
of additional oscillations and mainly concerns the fundamental
component. The oscillations of harmonics increase slightly. Since
the frequency of these additional oscillations is low, its impact on
Poincare map is invisible due to dynamic phase synchronization.

Next, the content of interharmonics is only a little lower than
harmonics for DP ship, which also leads to the increase in the
dispersion of points in phase portrait, particularly in comparison
to the system installed onboard the research-training ship
(narrow band harmonic distortions).

This behavior of DP ship voltage was the reason for additional
investigation. The changes of the SQR(D) value over time was

FIGURE 11 | Scaled phase portrait (A) and Poincare map (B) calculated for phase 2π/3 and chemical tanker; blue circle represents reference phase portrait for
rated voltage, coordinates of the mean point (blue): mean_dV � −0.118, mean_V � 0.868, and SQR(D) � 0.337.
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determined. These changes calculated for approximately 10 s,
refreshed for each cycle, are shown in Figure 15.

The changes of the SQR(D) value presented in Figure 15
were observed only onboard the DP ship. Further detailed
analysis of the AFE control is needed since the frequency of
changes (0.043 Hz) is low and preliminary research excluded
impact of fluctuating interharmonics not directly related to
prime mover operation and sea waves, where the analysis of
the current of AFE drive revealed similar behavior, i.e., SQR(D)
calculated for AFE current also displayed such quasi-periodic
changes with the same frequency. Additional research onboard
of other DP ship revealed that this phenomenon can be
related to high frequency power flow between AFE drives
working in parallel.

CONCLUSION

The paper focuses on the oscillatory behavior of modern maritime
microgrids with significant amount of power electronics in terms
of the load power. The aim is an extensive case study of carefully
selected examples that represent different classes of the microgrids.
As a result, it provides some clues about maritime microgrids’
behavior depending on architecture, load characteristics, and sea
conditions as well as future directions of research. It can be
concluded that the dominant sources of the oscillatory behavior
are fluctuations of rotational speed of generators’ prime movers,
and sometimes sea conditions. However, the final effect will
depend on system architecture including particular solutions of
power electronics and its associated control. It has also been proven

FIGURE 12 | Scaled phase portrait (A) and Poincare map (B) calculated for phase 2π/3 and research-training ship; blue circle represents reference phase portrait
for rated voltage, coordinates of the mean point (blue): mean_dV � −0.213, mean_V � 0.894, and SQR(D) � 0.018.

FIGURE 13 | Scaled phase portrait (A) and Poincare map (B) calculated for phase 2π/3 and DP ship under calm sea condition; blue circle represents reference
phase portrait for rated voltage; dV, actual voltage derivative; dVr, derivative for rated voltage; dVP, actual voltage derivative for fundamental component phase 2π/3; V,
voltage samples; Vr, reference voltage; VP, actual voltage samples for fundamental component phase 2π/3, coordinates of the mean point (blue): mean_dV � −0.362,
mean_V � 0.856, and SQR(D) � 0.255.
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that the characteristics of the oscillations of various considered
parameters differ depending on the system architecture. Of
particular interest is the case of AFE drives used for ship
propulsion. For the system with such drives, the oscillations of
fundamental voltage parameters were different from harmonics.
This means that the frequency, fundamental voltage, and
harmonics were modulated with different frequencies, although
each is quasi-periodic for calm sea. For the rough sea condition,
some additional irregularities were observed in the oscillations but
the fundamental voltage and frequency were affected in particular,
with only minor impact of sea waves on harmonics modulation.

Moreover, phase portraits can be used for fast detection of
oscillatory behavior in maritime microgrids and their
irregularities. The most important merit of such an approach
is its simplicity. The calculations are fast and reliable. The
dispersion of the results can be an approximate measure of
the considered phenomenon.

Current research has not given an unequivocal answer about
the application of the Poincare map for the oscillatory behavior

assessment for shipboard systems and more research will be
necessary. It seems that the impact of additional oscillations
induced by heavy sea conditions can be hardly analyzed by
this approach. However, the simplicity of the method and low
computational burden encourages further work using this tool.

The future research will concentrate on the topic of assessment
of oscillatory behavior and the stability margin in power
electronics dominated microgrids (Wang et al., 2014; Zadeh
et al., 2016; Zadeh et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020), particularly
maritime systems. There are number of methods used for the
aim, e.g., the state-space-based approaches or impedance-based
approaches (Zadeh et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2014; Wang et al.,
2020). However, it is difficult to identify the source of harmonic
instability in the power system by merely observing the
experimental results (Wang et al., 2014). The detailed
analysis would require more data than can be obtained from
single place observation, for instance, control variables and
measured variables (Zadeh et al., 2017). Next, the bifurcation
theory is proposed to predict the parameter stability margin of

FIGURE 14 | Scaled phase portrait (A) and Poincare map (B) calculated for phase 2π/3 and DP ship under rough sea condition; blue circle represents reference
phase portrait for rated voltage, coordinates of the mean point (blue): mean_dV � −0.356, mean_V � 0.854, and SQR(D) � 0.180.

FIGURE 15 | Quasi-periodic changes of SQR(D) values for DP ship and phase equal to 42.4°.
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non-linear system along with the change of parameters.
However, in this case, the detailed knowledge about the
system model parameters would be required (Zadeh et al.,
2017; Keyvani-Boroujeni et al., 2020), which could not be
obtained for investigated systems. In fact, one should
remember that in general case of maritime microgrid, e.g.,
like above described DP ship, a number of factors have to be
taken into account: generators’ prime movers modulated
rotational speed, governors, and AVRs settings including
droop control for load sharing, power converter parameters,
and their control and finally irregularly modulated load of each
drive. Therefore, the work will be pursued. The authors plan to
concentrate on ships with electrical propulsion and carryout
more investigations onboard more ships with AFE drives in the
future.
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